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The book， Agαinst a Hindu God: Buddhist Philosophy 01 Religion in 

lndia by Parimal G. Patil in 2009， offers a clear picture of the entire 

philosophical system of Ratnakirti (ca. 100か1050)，a Buddhist master 

who was active during the latest period of Indian Buddhism. Although 

his theoretical works have been available in Sanskrit since 1957 (2nd 

edition 1975) when A. Thakur from the K. P. Jayaswal Research 

Institute published the collected works of Ratnakirti under the title 

Ratnaklrtinibandhavali， such a comprehensive study of Ratnakirti's 

philosophy has not been done before Patil. Of the 10 works included 

in the edition， Pa剖til'smonumen凶lta叫1study prima紅ri江lyfocuses on three 

works: 

(σISかναrαsadhαnαda向Jαpαω)，“An Inquiry into Inference-W arranting 
Relations" (ηaptinin;aya， VN)， and “A Demonstration of Exclusion" 

(Apohasiddhi). By examining these texts together with selected 

passages from Ratnakirti's other works， such as "The Doctrine of 

Multifaceted N onduality" (Citl万dvaitaprakasavada，CAPV) and “The 

Proof of Momentary Destruction" (K$alJabhangasiddhi)， the author 

provides a detailed analysis of Ratnakirti' s religious philosophy， 

theory of language， and Buddhist ontology， together with their mutual 

relations. The contents of Patil' s well田 organizedbook are as follows. 

Introduction 
Chapter 1: Comparative Philosophy of Religions 

Part 1: Epistemology 
Chapter 2: Religious Epistemology in Classical India: In 

Defense of a Hindu God 

Chapter 3: Against lsvara: Ratnakirti's Buddhist Critique 

Part 2: Language， Mind， and Ontology 
Chapter 4: Theory of Exclusion， Conceptual Contents， and 
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Buddhist Epistemology 

Chapter 5: RatnakIrti's World: Toward a Buddhist Philosophy 

of Everything 

Conclusion: 
Chapter 6: The Values of Buddhist Epistemology 

As Patil emphasizes in Chapter 1， the purpose is to find a trans四

disciplinary space among studies of religion， philosophy， and South 

Asia. ln addition， Patil's insightful analysis of RatnakIrti's refutation 

regarding the proof of Isvara's existence (from a comparative 

viewpoint with Christian theology) provides a new perspective for 

scholars， especially those interested in how logic and epistemology紅 e

used in theological arguments under various religious contexts. 

Moreover， if one reads Chapter 4 with Patil' s other book， Buddhist 

Philosophy 01 Language in lndia: Jnanasrimitra on Exclusion co-

written with Lawrence J. Mccrea， one can obtain accurate information 
conceming the most sophisticated discussions on Buddhist semantics 

by JnanasrImitra and RatnakIrti. The same comment might also be 

made for Chapter 5 in which Patil summarized RatnakIrti's ontology 

by examining selected discussions from his CAPV and other texts. 

However， the present reviewer， who has translated CAPV into 

Japanese， holds a slightly different opinion of Patil's brilliant 

presentation of RatnakIrti' s ontology. 

*** 

Of the two main streams of lndian Buddhism， namely， Madhyamaka 

and Yogacara， RatnakIrti belongs to the latter tradition. From the 

earlier stage of this tradition， Asanga and Vasubandhu have 

maintained that everything that we assume as extemal objects is 

nothing but mental objects/images (akara) that appear in our 

awareness. Starting with the fundamental thesis of Yogacara idealism， 
RatnakIrti explains how the primary existence of mental images is， in 

tum， transformed into other types of objects; i.e.， what is manifest or 

determined to be perceived or inferred in our everyday activities. 

According to Patil' s reading of RatnakIrti' s CAPV and other related 

texts， these objects are classified into the following four types. 
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。 The direct obiects of perception The manifest particular* 
O2 The indirect objects of perception The determined universal* 
[021] [The vertical universal or 
[Od individual token] 

[The horizontal universal 
or type] 

03 The direct objects of The manifest universal * 
inferential/verbal awareness 

04 The indirect objects of The determined particular* 
inferential/verbal awareness 

* 1 follow Patil's translations:“particular" (svalaksa1Ja)，“universal" (samanya)， 
“manifest"はrahyα)，and “determined" (αdhyavaseya). 

As is well known， Dignaga， the founder of the tradition of 

Buddhist epistemology， classified cognizable objects into two types: 

the particular (svalak~m:LG) and universal (sãmãnyalak~m:LG) according 

to two types of means of valid cognition: perception (praりlak~a) and 

inference (anumana). Subsequently， Dharmottar孔 aB uddhist philoso-

pher in the 8th century， introduced another dichotomy for dividing 

these objects into two types: those to be directly grasped (grahya) and 

those to be determined (adhyavaseya).1 Under the influence of such 

previous discussions of Buddhist epistemology， Mok~ãkaragupta ， one 

of the latest Buddhist philosophers in lndia， summarizes the Buddhist 
ontology depending on four kinds of objects. 

The object of means of valid cognition (prama1Ja) is two kinds: The grasped 

(grahyα) and [2] the determined (αdhyavaseya). Of the two [kinds of objects]， 

[01] the grasped [by perception] is a particular [entity] that appears to [one's] 

perceptual awareness， [namely，] a momentary [entity]. On the other hand， 

[02] the determined [by perception] is nothing but a universal that appears to 

[one's] conceptual cognition that arises immediately after the perceptual 
awareness. And the universals are [also] two kinds: [02・1] the vertical 

(urdhvatalaksa1Ja!!l samanyam) and [02.2] the horizontal (tiryaksamanya). Of 
them， the vertical [universal] is the continuum that lasts over several 

moments， in the form of one single， concrete thing (vyakti) such as a [certain] 

pot， which is different from [other things] of the similar class (sajatlya， e.g.， 

other pots). [This is] the object of perception of the prover (sadhana， e.g.， 

smoke in the inference of fire). On the other hand， many concrete things (e.g.， 

many pots) are different from [their] different classes (vijatlya， e.g.ヲ table，

chair， etcよThehorizontal universals [such as pot in general] are the object 

of perception that grasps the pervasion (vyapti， i.e.， the necessary relation 

Cf. NBT 71.1-4. 
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between fire and smoke). On the contr紅y，for inference， whereas [03] the 
grasped is the universal， [04] the determined is nothing but the particular.2 

The basic elements of Patil's classification regarding the four kinds of 

objects are embedded in the aforementioned quotation from Mok~ã

karagupta's TBh， where the cognitive process is described as a 

sequence that begins with the perception of a particular and ends with 

the determination of a particular through inference. In addition， there 

are two more intermediate steps: the perceptual determination of the 

two kinds of universals and the inferential awareness of a universal 

from which one determines it's particular. In this manner， Mok~ã

karagupta's exposition harmonizes the four kinds of objects with the 

Buddhist theory of means of valid cognition. Following such 

exposition， Patil offers a more sophisticated account of Ratnakirti's 

ontology of which the four kinds of objects are connected by a causal 

lin位1立kfrom the p戸rim紅 yobjects (の0/沿03)tωo the secondary objects (のO2/ゆ04)

aωs shown in the following st臼eps.

Step 1: Start with some object p with identity conditions 1， where 1 is the set 
of (causal) conditions that individuate p-the“manifest-content" of 
awareness. 

Step 2: Take S-a subset ofI-to define the set of “selection" conditions. This 
set of selection conditions is the basis for the construction of a dissimilar 
class， non-P-the set of objects that do not sati砂 S;that is， the set of 
objects that we take to be “non-p's." 

Step 3: Finally， construct the similar class like-P by the exclusion of the 
dissimilarity class non-P. The similarity class， like-P， consists of objects 
that satisfy P; that is， it consists of all "p's." Here， the construction 
process is described in terms of an exclusion， which is akin to 
constructing the complement of non-P. Like-P is the “determined四

content" of awareness. (p. 28) 

If the object p is 01， which is manifest in perceptual awareness， 

then from it， the determined contents， O2， and two kinds of universals， 
can be constructed through exclusion and determination. Similarly， if 

2 Cf. TBh 21.18-22.7: dvividho hi prami1flasya vi!fayal;， gri1hyo 'dhyavaseyas ca. tatra 
pratyak!fasya prαtibhi1sami1nal11 svalak!faflarn k!fafla (em. in Kajiyama [1998: 58， fn. 134]: k!fafla 
om.巴d.)eko gri1hyal;. adhyavaseyαs tu pratyak，vapT!i.thabhavino vikalpasya pratibhasamanam 
samanyam eναtαcca si1mi1nyal11 dνividham， urdhvatalak!faflal11 tiryaglak!faflam ceti. tatraikasyam 
eva ghatadivyaktau sajatηavyavrttayam anekak!faflasamudayal; samanyam (巴m.:samanyαm巴d.)
urdhvatalakijaflam sadhanapratyaksasya vi$ayal;• νijãtηαν'yävrttãs tv anekavyaktayal; tiryak-
samanyal11 vyaptigrahakapratyaksasya visayαl;. anumanasya tu samanyal11 grahyam， adhyava-
sayas tu svalak$aflam eva. For another translation， s巴己K司jiyama[1998: 58-59]. 
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the object p is 03， which is manifest in inferential awareness， then the 

determined particular， 04， can be constructed from it through 

exc1usion and determination. By providing a more detai1ed analysis 

for the causal connection， Patil succeeds in explaining how to bridge 
the gap between a mental image (P) and its coηesponding actionable 

object (like-P) or between the particular and the universal. In the 

present reviewer's opinion， however， there are at least two questions 

regarding some elements of the aforementioned procedure. First， is it 

true， as Patil strongly maintains， that 01 is a mental image as an object 

of reflexive awareness (svasa1flvedana)? In other words， if one accepts 
the reflexive awareness as the ultimate means of valid cognition， then 

should we always consider 01 as the ultimate reality? Second， when 

the universal appe紅 sin inferential awareness， is its reduction to the 

particular caused by the determination of difference (bhedavasaya)? 

The following section will discuss these two questions in detail. 

*** 

The first question is concemed with 01， which is， according to Pati1， 

identical with a sensible image that appears in reflexive awareness. 

Since the image is inseparable from cognition itself， these manifold 

images are also essential1y undistinguishable from one another. As a 

typical instance， the fol1owing is presented in the CAPV (cf. Patil 

2009， p. 254， fn. 15): 

[竹apti:]Whatever is manifest [in awareness] is single， just as the image 
‘blue' that exists in the midst of a collection of diverse images. 
[Pak:jadharmata:] And this coll巴ctionof diverse images， namely， white， the 
note ‘ga，' sweet， fragrant， soft， happiness and its opposite， etc.， is manifest3. 

Whereas such sensible images are absolutely single， they are distin-

guishable from a different perspective. Patil refers to these sub-images 

as“01S'" which are the basic components for cons佐uctingtwo kinds 

of universals: the vertical (02.1; e.g.， a pot， smoke， or cow tokens) and 

the hor包ontal(02.2; e.g.， kinds ofproperties or c1asses). 

In this context， 01S' the objects from which O2.1 and O2.2 are constructed， are 

3 CAPV 129.22-24: yat prakasate tad ek，αm， yatha citrakaracakramadhyavartf nilakara/:t. 
prakasate cedalfl gauragandharamadhurasurabhisukumarasatetaradivicitrakarakadambakam iti 
svabhavahetu/:t. Cf. Moriyama [2011: 57]. 
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referred to by a number of different terms. They are said to be parts (desa)， 

pieces (bheda)， special properties (vise~a) ， and also particulars (svalak~m:la). 
According to Ratnakirti， particulars are conceptually different from 

universals in that they are neither just excluded from those that belong to the 

same class nor just excluded from those that belong to a different class. 
Although Ratnakirti never describes them in this way， a particular may be 

thought of as an object that is excluded from those that belong to the same 

class and those that belong to a different class (sajiitiy仕 vijatiya -vyavrtta) . 

RatnakIrti understands such particular objects to be the basic objects from 

which determined objects紅 econstructed. In the context of perceptual states 

of awareness， it is clear that the individual moments of a continuum and the 

individual components of a collection are also 01S・(p.260)

The question here is whether RatnakIrti really considered such mental 

images in reflexive awareness as particulars (svαlak$Ww). In the 

previous quotation， Patil clearly accepts the equation. According to 

Footnote 36 (cf. also p. 251， fn. 7)， it is the following passage from the 

VN (109.16-17) in which he assumes RatnakIrti' s reference of 

svalak$ana in the sense of mental images. 

This is because the grasped (grahya) is what is manifest in a certain 

awareness; the determined (adhyavaseya) is [an 0吋ect]because of which one 
undertakes to act [towards it]. Of them， the grasped in a perceptual awareness 

is the particular (svalak~m:la); the determined is the universal (samanya) that 

has the nature of the particular that is excluded from those that do not have 
its form. In the case of inference， [the grasped and the determined] come to 

be inverted.4 

This argument appears in response to Trilocana's criticism of the 

Buddhist manner of determining the causal relationship. If perception 
only grasps momentary entities， then it does not help establish a 

universal relation of a certain kind of cause with a certain kind of 

effect. Conversely， if any conceptual cognition operates for the 

determination， then it will lose the basis of reality. Trilocana's 

criticism sharply points out the difficulty of Dingaga's dichotomy of 

cognizable objects in regard to svalak$Ww and samanyalak$Ww. 

Concerning such criticism， RatnakIrti replied using the division of 

p 

4 Cf. VN 8*12-15 (RNA 109.15-18): yad dhi yatrajnane pratibhasate tad grahyam. yatra tu 
yataft (Ms， Lasic ed.: tad Thakur ed.) pravartate tad adhyavaseyam. tatra pratyak$asya 
svalak$aflarrz grahyam， adhyaνaseyam tu samanyam， atadrupaparavrttasvalak$aflαmatratmakam目

anumi1nasya tu vipαryαyaft. For a G巴rmantranslation， see Lasic [2000: 63-64]. The translation of 
Patil [2009目 251，fn. 7] follows the reading of tad in Thakur's edition. 
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there are four kinds of objects， similar to Mok$akaragupta's c1assifi-

cation. However， what does the term svalak($al;a indicate in the 

aforementioned passage? Is it equivalent to a mental image that 

appe紅 sin reflexive awareness? To examine this point， we focus on 

the following discussion in which Ratnaklrti presents an example of 

the relations regarding the first two types of objects (01 and O2)， 

And therefore， by depending on the conventional means of valid cognition 
(saf!lvyavaharikaprαma1Ja)， even when one grasps a mere color (rupamt1tra) 
of a pot as the collection of a [certain] color， a [certain] taste， a [certain] 
smell， and a [certain] touch， by perception， [at the same time]， it is 
determined that the collection (samua包ya，i.e.， a certain pot) is established. In 
the same manner， even when one grasps a [certain pot] that is excluded 仕om
its different entities (i.e.， other pots)ラ itis correct that one [also] grasps the 
pervasion between the property to be proved (sadhyasamanya) and the 
prover-propery (sadhanasamanya)， both of which have the nature of mere 
entities (vastumatra) that are excluded from their different kinds， and both of 
which are objects [of perception] because of the exclusion of non-connection 
(α:yo gavyavacched.α).5 

According to the above quotation， Ratnaklrti describes 01 using the 

term“mere color" (rupamatra). When we perceive the color of an 

object， we simultaneously determine the object as a collection of 

sensible qualities (samudaya)， which is probably identical with its 

vertical universal. In addition， when we perceive a certain object， we 

simultaneously also perceive its hor包ontaluniversal. In this manner， 

the “mere color" in visual awareness is the basis for determining two 

kinds of universals. However， what is“mere color"? If we remember 

that the argument is based on the conventional means of valid 

cognition， then it seems almost impossible to consider “color" as a 

mental image in reflexive awareness. In fact， in another part of the 

CAPV， Ratnaklrti provides a clear distinction between the object of 

sensory perception and that of reflexive awareness. 

If an external object is to be cognized， its mental image (akara) is the means 
of [its] valid cognition. And in the same manner， the difference of images 
should be treated. Otherwise， the difference of external objects would not be 

5 Cf. VN 8*.16-9*3 (RNA 109.18-21): tatas ca Sar!7Vyavaharikapramaflapek$aya ruparasa-
gandhaspar必samud，σyatma初 syagha!asya rupamatragrahefle (Ms， Lasic巴d.:rupabhedamatra-
grahaT;le Thakur巴d.)'pi pratyak$atal; samudayasiddhiνyavastha. tathaikasyatadrupaparavrttasya 
grahafle 'pi sadJりlasadhanasamanyayor αtadrupαparavrttavastumatratmanor ayogavyava-
cchedena，吋 ayabhutayorν'yaptigrahoyukta eva目 Cf.Lasic [2000: 62]; Patil [2009・258，fn. 27， 
262-263]. 
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established. On the other hand， when only the collection of mental images is 
the object to be cognized and when the reflexive awareness (svasarrzvedana) 
is the means of valid cognition， how would a careful person state the 
difference of [metal images] that are unified with the [awareness] that has the 
indivisible nature and that becomes the nature of the blue， etc.6 

As RatnakIrti discusses here， for an external object， its co町esponding

mental image becomes the means of its valid cognition. Moreover， for 

the mental image itself， reflexive aw訂 enessbecomes the means of 

valid cognition in which the image and its awareness are essentially 

indivisible. Since two ontological levels (one that presupposes 

external objects and the other that is independent of external objects) 

are clearly distinguished，“color" in the previous quotation from the 

VN is better understood as an external object， which co町espondsto 

visual perception. Thus， 01， which constructs two kinds of universals， 

is not identical with mental image. Certainly， this does not indicate 

that RatnakIrti did not accept any mental images as objects of 

perception. In the present reviewer's opinion， however， such mental 

images unified with reflexive awareness should be located outside the 

four kinds of objects， all of which are based on the conventional 

means of valid cognition. This is in contrast to reflexive awareness as 

the ultimate means of valid cognition. 

*** 

The second question is concerning the notion of “two kinds of 

determination (αdhyavasaya)." The two kinds， namely， the “determi-

nation of singularity" (ekatvadhyavasaya) and the “determination of 

difference" (bhedavasayα)， are explained by Patil (p. 257， fn. 25) as 

follows. 

The determination of singularity results in the construction of an 
individualltoken from different moments. The determination of difference 
results in the construction of an individual!token， by abstracting it out from 
its universalltype. 

6 CAPV 143.8-11: [...] bahye 'rthe pratyetaν'ye buddhyakaralJ pramalJam. tatha cakarabhedo 
νyavahartavya eva. anyatha bahyabhedo na sidhyet. yada punar akaracakram eνα prameyam 
svasaf/1vedanaf/1 ca pramalJam， tada tenaiva nrladrnaf/1 svabhavabhatenakhaIJ4atmana 
e kr krtanaf/1知的amapramadr bhedam acaksUa. For Japanese trans1ation， s巴巴 Moriyama[2012・

158]. 
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Of the two kinds， the latter seems problematic when examining Patil's 

other expositions (p. 279f.， p. 281): 

Objects/images are labeled as“particularず or“universals"only in relation to 
a subsequent determination. Thus for RatnakIrti“particular" and “universal" 

are not really ontological categories at all. Instead， they are defined 
contextually. Objects/images are categorized as either one or the other 

depending on the role that they are made to play by subsequent acts of 

conceptualization. A particular is something that is made into a universal -

regardless of whether that particular is a component/property of an individual 
or an individual - by the determination of singularity. A universal is 

something that is made into a particular by what RatnakIrti once calls the 
determination of difference (bhedavasayα). Thus 03 is a “universal" not in the 

sense that it is constructed， but in the sense that it will be deconstructed or 
particularized. 

Unlike the determined object of perception， however， 04 is said to be a 

"particular" and， more accurately， a“determined/excluded particular." As 
mentioned aboveラ a“particular"is an object that is constructed from a 

universal -in this case， 03 一 throughexclusion and determination. 

As shown in these quotations， Patil regards the role of the 

determination of difference (bhedavasaya) as abstracting 04 (iι， the 

determined particular as an actionable object) from 03， namely， the 

universal， which is almost similar to the horizontal universal. For 

instance， when one infers an object (e.g.，日re)from a reason (e.g.， 

smoke)， the notion of fire that appears in one' s awareness is 03， and a 

particular fire on a mountain (which is determined to exist there) is 04・

Although the procedure of determining a concrete object from the 

universal that is directly inferred is convincing， Ratnakirti does not 

refer to the term bhedavasaya in the procedure. According to the 

present reviewer， in the entire RNA， there is only one reference to the 

term， which Patil also mentions elsewhere (p. 257， fn. 25): 

For a vertical universal there is， because of ignorance， a determination of 

singularity， even though differ百 lt moments are known through sense 

perception. In the same way， for a horizontal universal as well there is， just 
on the basis of ignorance， a determination of difference， even though what is 

known through ref1exive awareness is a non-difference in images_7 

7 CAPV 143.13-14: yathordhvαm indriyapratyak$ata/:l k$aI;!abhede pratrte 'py avidyavasad 
ekatvadhyavasaya/:l， tatha tiryak svasal!lvedanapratyak$eJ;!akarabhede 'dhigate 'py avidyavasad 
eνα bhedavasaya/:l 
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Except for Patilラstranslations of urdhvam and tiryak， the rest of 

his translation provides a clear contrast between the two determina-

tions. That is， while the determination of singularity (ekatvadhyava-

saya) helps to construct a particular object as a temporal continuum 

that consists of several momentary entities grasped by sensory 

perception， the determination of difference (bhedavasaya) functions to 

differentiate each mental image from their total unity in reflexive 

awareness. In this case， the determination of difference seems to 

bridge over the ultimate viewpoint of non-duality and the conventional， 

imagined world of duality. Thus， it is impossible to determine any 

references to its function of abstracting the particular (04) from the 

universal (03). 

Patil's misconception is based on two terms， urdhvam and tiryak， 

which lead us to associate them with the two kinds of universals， as 
mentioned in Mok~ãkaragupta's TBh. Whereas the vertical universal 

is a temporal continuum that consists of momentary entities， the 
horizontal one is a non-temporal concept of class that is formed by the 

exclusion of different classes (vijatiya). Ratnakirti's aforementioned 

exposition is， however， irrelevant to the horizontal universal since， in 

the above passage， he simply explains how manifold images can be 

distinguished from the state of their complete unity in reflexive 

awareness. If one uses Patil's classification， then the function 

represents the emergence process of 01S from 01， namely， sub-images 

from the total image in reflexive awareness. 

Specifically in the context of the CAPV， RatnakIrti's primary 

concern lies in presenting an account for the distinction between 

multiplicity (citra) and singularity (eka) or difference (bheda) and 

non-difference (αbheda)， in accordance with reflexive awareness as 

the ultimate means of valid cognition and sensory perception and 

others as the conventional ones. He also states that， whereas one 

accepts sensory perception as grasping various objects (bheda) from a 

standpoint that presupposes external objects (bahyarthavaaα)， one 

only accepts reflexive awareness as the single means of valid 

cognition from an idealistic standpoint (vijnanavada).8 In a sense， the 
role regarding the determination of difference is to connect the two 

standpoints， and only after it creates the fictional world of duality can 

we introduce Patil's classification of the four kinds of objects (with 

some minor changes). 

8 CAPV 143.20-25 
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The ultimate level 
0。 The objects that appear reflexive awareness， which are inseparable 

from the awareness itself* 
The conventionallevel 。1 The direct objects of sensory The momentary particular 

perception * * 
O2 The indirect objects of sensory The determined universal 
[021] perceptIon [The vertical universal or 
[On] individual token] 

[The horizontal universal 
or type] 

03 The direct objects of inferential/verbal The universal 
awareness 

04 The indirect objects of inferential/ The determined particular 
verbal awareness 

* The objects (00) in the unity of reflexive awareness are differentiated to 
different objects by the force of the determination of difference 
(bhedavasaya). However， the overlap between 00 and 01 is uncertain in 
Ratnakirti' s texts. 

料 SinceRatnakIrti does not mention manasapraちJa幻αandyogipraかaksaand 
their 0句ects，the direct means of valid cognition is represented by sensory 
perceptIon. 

Most likely， Patil himself also maintained a similar view， 

especially when examining 01 as the only one; iι， ultimate existence 

(pp. 298-299). In addition， he also knew that RatnakIrti introduced two 

different criteria for determining existence: illumination (prakasa) and 

causal efficacy (arthakriyasamarthya). N eedless to say， following 

Dharmak宜ti'sdiscussion， the latter is well known as the criterion for 

determining an object to be existent when one presupposes extemal 

objects. Conversely， the former， which is not as popular in 

DharmakIrti's tradition， can be applied to the existence of any 

cognitive events as long as they include the nature of reflexive 

awareness (pp. 294-296). Thus， the basic idea of the aforementioned 

revised schema has already been explained by Patil. Nevertheless， we 

can imagine two possible reasons he did not use the schema; his 

preference for summarizing different types of ontology into one 

compact schema， or his acceptance of reflexive awareness in 

presupposition of external objects. With regard to the second reason， it 

is possible that such reflexive awareness is compatible with external 

obje出， particularly in DharmakIrti's exaggeration.9 However， similar 

usages in RatnakIrti's works cannot be found. Nonetheless， it is 

9 For DharmakIrti's interpretations of reflexive awareness， s巴巴 K巴llner[2010] and Moriyama 
[2010] 
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important to realize another way to summarize RatnakIti's ontology， 

albeit in a slightly different manner than Patil's version. 

*キ*

This paper has briefly examined Against a Hindu God， with particular 
focus on Chapter 5. As shown earlier， Patil' S skillful examination 

provides a detailed picture of RatnakIrti' s world view. In particular， he 
effectively clarified the complex linkage between mental images and 

actionable objects through careful reading of Ratnakirti' s CAPV and 
other related texts. According to his thoughtful analysis， in one's 

mental awareness， a certain image emerges as an“object" by 
excluding its different images and associating with its similar images. 

If Patil's analysis is correct， then it can provide helpful material for 

future research， especially comparative approaches to Buddhist 
epistemology based on modem arguments of phenomenology and 
philosophy of mind. Moreover， we should not forget that Patil's study 
also offers a new perspective for re-examining the ontological 

arguments of Dignaga and Dharmakirti. Dharmakirti， that is， their 
dealing of the relationship between mental images and other objects 

(or between reflexive awareness and other kinds of perception). As a 

scholar of Buddhist philosophy， the present reviewer is strongly 
convinced that we can no longer neglect Against a Hindu God as an 

excellent model for future Buddhist studies， especially those based on 
a fine balance among philosophy， philology， and theology. 
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